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Abstract 
 

This paper proposes a multi-stage encryption technique to enhance the level of secrecy of 
image to facilitate its secured transmission through the public network. A great number of 
researches have been done on image secrecy. The existing image encryption techniques like 
visual cryptography (VC), steganography, watermarking etc. while are applied individually, 
usually they cannot provide unbreakable secrecy. In this paper, through combining several 
separate techniques, a hybrid multi-stage encryption technique is proposed which provides 
nearly unbreakable image secrecy, while the encryption/decryption time remains almost the 
same of the exiting techniques. The technique consecutively exploits VC, steganography and 
one time pad (OTP). At first it encrypts the input image using VC, i.e., splits the pixels of the 
input image into multiple shares to make it unpredictable. Then after the pixel to binary 
conversion within each share, the exploitation of steganography detects the least significant 
bits (LSBs) from each chunk within each share. At last, OTP encryption technique is applied 
on LSBs along with randomly generated OTP secret key to generate the ultimate cipher image. 
Besides, prior to sending the OTP key to the receiver, first it is converted from binary to 
integer and then an asymmetric cryptosystem is applied to encrypt it and thereby the key is 
delivered securely. Finally, the outcome, the time requirement of encryption and decryption, 
the security and statistical analyses of the proposed technique are evaluated and compared 
with existing techniques. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, due to diversified and extensive users of computer networks and internet, the 
number of intrusions is increasing day-by-day. Therefore, while image, message etc. are 
transmitted over computer networks, secure communication is essential. Note that an image 
consists of a number of pixels which are highly correlated, whereas a message consists of 
characters and/or binary and/or integer and/or hexadecimal values [1]. Thus an image is 
distinct from a message and hence their encryption techniques are also somehow different. In 
addition very often, hugely it is required to share the image over the network. Thereby similar 
to message encryption, image encryption is another significant branch of cryptography. RSA, 
ElGamal, AES, DES etc. are examples of some well-known message encryption techniques. 
To encrypt an image, techniques like visual cryptography (VC) [1], steganography [2], 
watermarking [3], deep learning based ones [23, 24], chaotic system and symmetric/ 
asymmetric cryptosystem based ones [16, 17]  etc. have been developed. However while 
image is retrieved through decryption, many of them are not extremely efficient. The 
increased secrecy of image over public network is necessary, for instance, transmitting bank 
cheque image, hand-written signature, biometric authentication etc. 

Intuitively, VC, watermarking, steganography etc. techniques are exclusively associated 
with image encryption and their advantage is: to conduct their encryption and decryption 
processes usually they do not need to rely on any specific key/keys. For example while 
encryption, VC splits an image into n shares and decrypts it by superimposing the shares [12]. 
The limitation of VC is: its original formation is restricted to binary images. Also, the 
alignment of two shares is not so easy to perform unless some special alignment marks are 
provided [5]. Steganography hides an image within another cover image to protect its contents 
[2]. Hence, the handling of the cover image along with the input image makes the encryption 
and decryption process bulky [10]. Watermarking technique combines cover image with a 
watermark, which is hard to be detected or removed. By the way, the owner of the image can 
prove its copyright by extracting the watermark from the watermarked image. However, note 
that the watermarking technique is not free from attacks. The attacks associated with this 
technique are: compression, blurring, noise, distortion, sharpening, scaling, cropping etc. [11]. 
Thus, these techniques are substantially weaker than cryptography based message encryption 
techniques. Thereby while they are applied separately or jointly, they possess various 
limitations. 

In order to encrypt the image more securely, this paper proposes a new multi-stage 
encryption technique that unifies ‘the benefits of cryptosystems not relying on any specific 
key/keys’ along with ‘the strength of the cryptosystem relying on a specific key’. For this 
purpose, it combines VC, steganography along with one time pad (OTP). Note that OTP 
technique possesses ‘perfect secrecy’ and cannot be cracked [8]. At first employing VC, it 
splits pixels of the input image into multiple shares to make it unreadable. Now from each 
share, the pixels are transformed into their corresponding binary values. Then applying 
steganography, it detects least significant bits (LSBs) from each chunk of binary values of 
each share. Finally, it applies OTP (i.e., XOR-ing) encryption technique on LSBs using 
randomly generated OTP secret key (it is binary value) to generate the ultimate cipher image 
which is sent to the receiver. Besides, prior sending the random OTP secret key to the receiver, 
it is transformed into integer value to encrypt it using asymmetric cryptosystem like Paillier 
[13] to use it for the image decryption purposes. Thus the level of secrecy of the input image is 
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increased significantly. The proposed technique is tested under Histogram Analysis, Salt & 
Pepper Noise attack and Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA) to verify the strength of the proposed 
encryption/decryption under noisy channel environment or cipher image leak. The results 
show a satisfactory performance with the acceptable encryption/decryption time.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 
3 explains the cryptographic tools required to developing the proposed technique. Section 4 
describes the proposed technique. Section 5 illustrates the experimental analysis, Section 6 
presents the security and statistical analyses and finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Works 
To ensure the secrecy of image, researchers have exploited techniques like chaotic system and 
symmetric/asymmetric cryptosystem based ones, VC, steganography, watermarking, VC 
followed by steganography, steganography followed by VC, machine learning based ones etc.  

The technique of VC introduced in [1] is for monochrome image. For encryption it divides 
an image consists of random white and black pixels into n shares and then for decryption, the 
superimposing of all shares are required. For each pixel of each share, two blocks are 
generated in the corresponding location. It is assumed that in each share any white pixel is 
transparent and any black pixel is opaque which are stored as binary 0 and 1 values, 
respectively [12]. The major drawbacks of VC based techniques are pixel-expansion, low 
resolution, alignment problems etc. [5]. 

Steganography embeds an image within another cover image in such a way that the 
intruder cannot identify the existence of the input image from the embedded image [2]. 
Among many variations of steganographic techniques already proposed, the technique 
proposed in [7] directly hides the image by replacing the LSBs of each pixel of the cover 
image. It embeds the same amount of bits of the input image that makes a minor change of the 
cover image. The main drawbacks of steganographic techniques are: the use of cover image 
makes the image encryption and decryption process bulky and increase the processing time 
and storage capacity. 

The watermarking technique hides an image into another cover image. The technique 
proposed in [3] divides a cover image into two blocks and each block is transformed with a 
two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) to classify as smooth block or edge block. 
Then biometric features are embedded in the low frequency coefficients of the 8×8 DCT 
blocks while the edge blocks are eliminated. However, the elimination of the edge blocks 
degrades the quality of the input image. Also, attacks like random cropping or shuffling can 
destroy the coded watermark [11]. The watermarking technique proposed in [21] is a multiple 
staged one. To endow the watermarked document, it produces a watermark specification by 
creating a template specification that illustrates the way to combine the watermark into the 
targeted document.  

Exploiting face image, another multi-stage face recognition technique proposed in [22] 
adopts a local structure which is based on a multi-phase collaborative representation technique. 
It studies the local structure connection-ship of overlapping patches. Besides currently due to 
extensive popularity of devices like digital cameras, intelligent mobile devices, techniques 
proposed in [25, 26] deals with social/community-contributed image retrieval/understanding 
focusing on the transformation of images and by analyzing the content. The technique 
proposed in [25] is based on the deep learning framework known as weakly-supervised deep 
metric learning. The technique proposed in [26] proposes a weakly supervised deep matrix 
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factorization algorithm that can deal with the incomplete, noisy or subjective tags while 
eliminating the redundant or noisy visual features. 

To provide the secrecy of an image, the technique proposed in [4] combines steganography 
and VC, that splits the image into two shares, where each share is stored in different databases. 
Later on while retrieving the image, the superimposing of both shares is required. Here for 
storing the shares in two different databases, the storage cost is increased.  

To ensure the image secrecy, the hybrid technique proposed in [6] is known as VC 
followed by steganography. It splits the input image into multiple shares using VC and 
converts pixels of each share into binary values. Similarly, pixels of the cover image that is 
used for transmitting the input image is also converted into binary values. Then LSBs of each 
chunk of each share are computed from that binary values of cover image and replaced one by 
one bit with the binary values of the input image. Here, steganography hides share images 
generated by VC into the LSBs of the pixel values in the cover image.  

The hybrid technique proposed in [7] is known as steganography followed by VC where 
the input image is embedded inside a cover image using steganography and then the embedded 
image is divided into different shares using VC. At first both the input image and the cover 
image is converted into pixel and then to binary data. After computing the LSBs of each chunk 
of the cover image and replacing one by one bit with the binary value of input image, this 
binary image is split into multiple shares. 

To maintain the privacy of the image while transmitting it over the internet, the technique 
proposed in [23] performs image compression as well as encryption sequentially. To do so, it 
employs deep learning based algorithms. At first, it uses Stacked Auto Encoder (SAE) to 
compress the image. Then to encrypt this compressed one, it uses chaotic logistic map. To 
encrypt a batch of images where each image is encrypted with an autonomous sequence, 
another deep learning based technique is proposed in [24] that also employs a SAE to generate 
two chaotic matrices. The first matrix is used to generate a total shuffling matrix that shuffles 
the pixel positions on the input image. Then the second matrix is used to generate the series of 
autonomous sequences that eastablishes confusion between the shuffled image and the cipher 
image. However the shortcoming of this technique is, it cannot handle input images with 
various sizes.   

Different from the above techniques, to encrypt the image more securely, the hybrid 
technique proposed in this paper consecutively combines VC, steganography and OTP 
altogether. Here at first VC splits pixels of the input image into 2n shares, where 𝑛 ≥ 1. Note 
that while the value of n increases, the level of secrecy also increases. Now pixels of each 
share are transformed into their corresponding binary values. Then instead of using a cover 
image, it only detects LSBs from each chunk of binary values of each share exploiting 
steganography. Lastly, it applies OTP encryption technique on LSBs using random OTP secret 
key to generate the final cipher image. Besides before sending the OTP key to the receiver, it is 
transformed into integer value to encrypt it using Paillier cryptosystem for the decryption 
purpose. Thus the successive exploitation of several techniques increases the level of secrecy 
of the input image significantly while maintaining its quality.  

3. Cryptographic Building Blocks 
The proposed technique exploits several cryptographic tools. These are: VC, steganography, 
OTP and Paillier cryptosystem. This section describes them. 
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3.1 Visual Cryptography (VC) 
The basic model of VC is introduced in [1]. Here for encryption, an input image is divided into 
2n shares, n ≥ 1. Later on while decryption, one with all shares can only retrieve the image, no 
one with any 2n−1 share(s) will be able to reveal any information about the original image. 

For monochrome image, an image is a collection of binary data 0 and 1 displayed as black 
and white pixels. Where, VC splits each pixel into white and black sub-pixels as shown in 
Table 1. If the pixel is white, then any one row among the top two rows is chosen to generate 
share 1 (𝑆1) and share 2 (𝑆2). If the pixel is black then any one row among the bottom two rows 
is chosen to generate 𝑆1 and 𝑆2. At the time of superimposing of each pixel of 𝑆1 and 𝑆2, the 
retrieval of the pixel is shown in the last column of Table 1. 

 
Table 1. VC technique for encoding the pixels into two shares [1]. 

 

 
 
For color image as described in [12], there are mainly three inputs in the system i.e., RGB as 

well as RGBA color model. VC splits the input image into n shares and each RGB share is 
converted into 24-bit color image. The main parameters of VC include image contrast and the 
number of sub pixels of the retrieved image. The contrast of color image is comparatively 
different between the original and the retrieved images. A source image of m × n pixels needs 
two pieces of host images of the same size, where m and n represents the number of rows and 
columns, respectively. Mainly three processes build the overall system: pixel extraction, 
encryption and decryption. 

In the pixel extraction phase the same positioned pixel from the RGB images are extracted 
and taken into account for the encryption process. For the inputs of the RGBA values, the 
technique reads from the pixel (0, 0) to the pixel (m, n). For example when a particular 
positioned pixel is scanned, a green and a brown pixel are obtained from the hosts, and a blue 
pixel is obtained from the source image. Now the problem is to encrypt the blue pixel with 
these share pixels so that the superimposed pattern reveals a bluish pattern. 

In the encryption process, two share images of size 4m×2n are created. At first, the host 
pixels are expanded according to Table 1. Now the expanded pixel patterns are selected 
randomly. But whichever it takes, after the superimposing, the block turns to black. It happens 
because the opposite diagonal positions are colored black. 

Next, the source pixel is expanded. It is done according to Fig. 1. In this process, four pixels 
are used to represent one pixel. Among the four pixels, one is the source color, one is black and 
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the rest two is transparent. The patterns are selected carefully so that the superimposing gives 
two black pixels and two color pixels. After the expansion process, three pieces of 2×2 blocks 
of pixels are obtained. These blocks are used to create the pixel patterns for the shares. The 
overall process is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Expansion and encryption of source pixel [12]. 

 

Fig. 2. Encryption and decryption for color image [12]. 
 

Say H1 and H2 are the host patterns and S1 and S2 are the source pixel patterns selected for 
the procedure. The final pixel patterns for the shares are generated by placing H1 and S1 
together and H2 and S2 together. For the odd rows, S1 and S2 are placed at the right of H1 and H2, 
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respectively. For the even rows, it does the opposite. Two different actions for different rows 
are done for the perfect hiding of the source pixel. Now whatever the row is, the stacked 
pattern which is of the size 4×2, consists of 2 color pixels and 6 black pixels. 

3.2 Steganography  
Steganographic technique [7] hides the input image inside another image known as cover 
image so that it reduces the suspicion of the intruder. LSB is one of the most common 
techniques used in steganography. In this technique, the LSBs from the pixel of the input 
image are replaced with the message information so that it cannot be observed by the human 
visual system. The reason is that the amplitude of the change is very small [9].  

However in the proposed technique, instead of using the cover image, random secret key is 
exploited to encrypt LSBs of each chunk of each share applying OTP encryption technique 
which increases the security of the image as well as makes the encryption and decryption 
process faster than that of using the cover image. Here the number of LSBs of each chunk of 
each share must be equal to the number of bits of OTP key. 

3.3 One Time Pad (OTP) 
OTP [8] encryption technique is applicable for binary data, and it possesses perfect secrecy. 
Here the same secret key is shared separately by the sender and the receiver for encryption and 
decryption purposes respectively. Recalling that the length of the key is as same as the length 
of the message to be encrypted. In this technique, a plaintext is paired with the secret key 
where usually XOR operation is applied. Thus, each bit of the plaintext is encrypted by 
combining it with the corresponding bit from the pad. The data encrypted with the key based 
on the randomness have the advantage that theoretically there is no way to “break the code” by 
analyzing a succession of data. 

3.4 Paillier Cryptosystem 
Paillier [13] is a public key cryptosystem which is described below. 

1. Key Generation: 
Two large primes p and q are chosen randomly and independently of each other such that 
gcd ((𝑝.𝑞), (𝑝−1)(𝑞−1)) = 1. Now N = p.q and 𝜆 = lcm(p-1; q-1) is computed. A random 
integer is selected g where g’s order is a non-zero multiple of N (since (g = (1+ N)). 
Ensuring that N divides the order of g by checking the existence of the following modular 
multiplicative inverse: u = L(g𝜆 mod N2)-1mod N, where function L is defined as (Lagrange 
function) L (u) = u -1/ N for u =1 mod N. Now the public key is (N, g) and the private key 
is (p, q, λ). 

2. Encryption: 
Plaintext is m where m < N. Finding a random r. Then the ciphertext is c = gm. rN mod N2. 

3. Decryption: 
The ciphertext c < N2. Retrieval of plaintext m = L (c𝜆 mod N2) / L (g𝜆 mod N2) mod N. 

4. Proposed Technique 
The proposed image encryption technique consists of several stages. These are: random OTP 
secret key generation, image encryption and image decryption, as described below. 
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4.1 Random OTP Secret Key Generation  
To generate the OTP key to be used for both encryption and decryption purpose, a random 
secret key is generated where in binary the length of the key is equal to the number of LSBs 
within each chunk of each share. Here already mentioned that at first the exploitation of VC 
generates n share images from an input image of w × z sized pixels where each share also 
consists of the same number of pixels. Here w and z both are positive integers where the image 
consists of w rows and z columns. Now for RGB or RGBA color model, steganography is 
applied which generates (24 / 8) = 3 LSBs from each chunk. Thereby from each share image, 
there exists w × z × 3 LSBs. Therefore, the number of bits of OTP key will also be equal to w × 
z × 3 bits. Before sending the key to the receiver, it is transformed from binary to integer value 
and then encrypted using the public key of Paillier cryptosystem. The receiver decrypts it 
using its secret decryption key of Paillier cryptosystem, transforms it from integer to binary to 
be used for the purpose of image decryption. Fig. 3 shows the key generation process.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Flow chart of random OTP secret key generation process. 
 

4.2 Image Encryption Technique  
This section describes the technique to encrypt the image. Fig. 4 depicts the process. 

Step 1: In the proposed technique at first the sender scans the input image of w × z pixels. 
Now VC technique is applied on the input image that generates 2n share images consisting of w 
× z pixels where n is greater than or equal to one. 

Step 2: Converting pixels of each share image into binary values. 
Step 3: Using steganography, the LSBs from each chunk of each share are computed. Here 

for RGB or RGBA color model, each chunk generates 3 LSBs. Thus for each share totally 
there are w × z × 3 LSBs.  

Start 

From an input image of w × z pixels, VC generates same 
sized n share images. 

For RGB or RGBA color model, steganography generates 
3 LSBs from each chunk. 

Thus from each share image, w × z × 3 LSBs are generated. 

Now for each share, a random OTP secret key consists of 
w × z × 3 bits is generated. 

The random OTP key is converted into integer. 

The integer value is encrypted using Paillier cryptosystem 
to be sent to the receiver. 

End 
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Step 4: Now for each share, a random binary OTP secret key of w × z × 3 bits are generated. 
Thus for n shares, n times w × z × 3 bits are generated separately. 

Step 5: For each share, the final cipher image is generated by applying OTP technique over 
LSBs along with OTP secret key. For example, for the first share image first w × z × 3 bits and 
similarly for the n-th share image n-th w × z × 3 bits are used as the OTP keys. 

Step 6: At last the OTP keys are also encrypted by using asymmetric cryptosystem to send 
them to be used by the receiver as described in section 4.1.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Flow chart of image encryption technique.  
 

4.3 Image Decryption Technique  
This section describes the decryption process of the image. Fig. 5 depicts the process. 

Step 1: At first the receiver decrypts n different OTP keys using its secret key of asymmetric 
cryptosystem.  

Step 2: Each different OTP key is converted from integer to its corresponding binary value. 
Thus it generates n different OTP keys of w × z × 3 bits. 

Step 3: The receiver detects the LSBs of cipher image of each share image, and then applies 
OTP decryption technique (XOR operation) on them along with OTP secret key.   

Step 4: This operation retrieves n different binary share images each consists of w × z × 3 
bits of the input image. 

Step 5: The binary image of each share image is converted into pixels which generate the 
share image of size w × z pixels. 

Step 6: Finally the superimposing of all share images retrieve the original input image. 

Start 

Scan input image of size w × z pixels where the use of VC 
generates same sized n share images. 

Each share image is then converted into binary values. 

For each share image, w × z × 3 LSBs is generated i.e., for 
n shares n times w × z × 3 LSBs are generated. 

Now for each share image, a random OTP secret key 
consists of w × z × 3 bits is generated. 

For each share, OTP encryption technique is applied on 
LSBs and OTP key to generate the final cipher image. 

OTP key of each share is encrypted using asymmetric 
cryptosystem to send and to be used by the receiver. 

End 
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of image decryption technique. 

5. Experimental Analysis 

5.1 Experimental Setup 
A prototype system of the proposed technique has been developed under the environment on 
Intel(R) CoreTM i5-6200U 2.40 GHz x64-based processor with 8 GB of RAM running on 
Windows 10 operating system. The prototype has been developed in programming language 
MATLAB 16.0 [14]. Color images of various formats namely, ‘jpg’, ‘bmp’, ‘png’, ‘gif’, ‘tif’ 
etc. of same dimensions i.e., 200 × 200 pixels have been considered for the experiment. Here 
some images have been collected from our own sources that are shown in first column of Fig. 
6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) and are used to depict the output of the proposed image encryption and 
decryption techniques. Whereas some other images are obtained from [15] and they are used 
to show the required time of the proposed encryption and decryption techniques. 

5.2 Output of Encryption Technique 
This section presents the output of the encryption technique where consecutively VC, 
steganography and OTP are applied.  

5.2.1 Output after applying VC 
Step 1: Scan the input images of Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) where the sizes of the images are 
different but as already said that their dimensions of pixels are the same. Here the format of the 
first image is ‘jpeg’ while the second one is ‘png’. 
Step 2: After applying VC, two share images are generated which are presented in the third and 
fourth columns of Fig. 6.  

Start 

Different (integer value) OTP keys are decrypted using 
asymmetric cryptosystem. 

Different OTP keys are converted from integer to binary. 

LSBs of cipher within each share are detected and OTP 
decryption technique on them with OTP keys is applied. 

n different binary share image consists of w × z × 3 bits of 
input image is retrieved.  

Binary image of each share is converted into pixels which 
generates the share image consists of w × z pixels. 

Superimposing of all share images retrieve the input image 

End 
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5.2.2 Output after transforming into binary image 
The pixels of the share images presented in the third and fourth columns of Fig. 6 are now 
converted into binary images. Here the output of a portion of share 1 image of Fig. 6 (a) is as 
follows: 

01110101011110000111011101110111011110010111100110111101001111001011110
0100111010110 

 
# input image share 1 share 2 

 
 
 

(a) 

   

 
 

 
(b) 

   

 
Fig. 6. Input image and the output after applying VC technique. 

 

5.2.3 Output after applying steganography with OTP 
Step 1: Applying steganography, LSBs from each chunk of binary image of each share are 
detected where the numbers of LSBs within each share are 150 × 188 × 3 = 84600. Here LSBs 
within a portion of the binary image of share 1 of Fig. 6 (a) are shown as bold: 

01110101011110000111011101110111011110010111100110111101001111001011110
0100111010110 
Step 2: A random OTP secret key is generated where the number of bits is 84600. A portion of 
the key is as follows: 

11010001010101010110010101010111010100110101001001010010110111000010111
0010111010 
Step 3: On LSBs, OTP encryption operation (i.e., XOR operation) is applied using OTP key. A 
portion of the generated cipher is shown in Table 2.  

 
Table 2. Generated final cipher of a share (a portion). 

 

LSBs 0111010101111000011101110111011101111001 
Key            ⊕ 0000000100000001000000000000000100000000 
Cipher   0000000000000001000000010000000000000001 

 
Now a portion of the final cipher is shown below where the changed bits are shown using 

red color: 
01110100011110010111011101110110011110010111100110111101001111001011110

0100111010110 
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Also the pixel appearance of this binary image is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 
# final cipher of share 1 final cipher of share 2 

 
 
 

(a) 
 
 

   
 
 
 
(b) 

 
 

   

Fig. 7. Pixel appearance of final cipher of share images. 

 

5.3 Sending OTP secret key to the receiver 
Step 1: The sender transforms OTP secret key (consists of 84600 bits) from binary to integer. 
Step 2: The sender encrypts the OTP key using the public encryption key of Paillier 
cryptosystem and sends it to the receiver.  
Step 3: The receiver decrypts the integer value of OTP key using the secret decryption key of 
Paillier cryptosystem and transforms it into binary value to decrypt the image. 

However, the OTP key encryption process is required only to transmit it securely, not the 
main part of image encryption and decryption; therefore these results are not presented herein. 

5.4 Output of Decryption Technique 

5.4.1 Output after applying steganography with OTP 
Step 1: The receiver identifies LSBs from each chunk of each share of the final cipher. For 
example a portion of share 1 of Fig. 7 (a) is as follows: 

01110100011110010111011101110110011110010111100110111101001111001011110
0100111010110 

Step 2: On LSBs, OTP decryption operation (i.e., XOR operation) is applied using the same 
random OTP secret key. A portion of the retrieved plaintext of share 1 of Fig. 7 (a) is shown in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Retrieved plaintext of a share image (a portion). 
 

LSBs 0111010001111001011101110111011001111001 
Key   ⊕ 0000000100000001000000000000000100000000 
Plaintext 0000000100000000000000010000000100000001 
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Now a portion of the finally retrieved plaintext of share 1 is shown below where the changed 
bits are shown using red color: 

01110101011110000111011101110111011110010111100110111101001111001011110
0100111010110 

5.4.2 Output after transforming binary image into pixels 
The binary image of each share is converted into pixels that are shown in first and second 
columns of Fig. 8. Thus share images are re-generated. 

 
Retrieved # 

share 1 share 2 input image  

   

 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 
 

(b) 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Retrieved share images and input image. 

 

5.4.3 Output after applying VC 
Finally, the superimposing of share images retrieves the input image which is shown in the 
third column of Fig. 8. 

5.5 Experimental Results and Comparisons 
For the proposed technique, the time requirement of encryption and decryption processes has 
been presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively. Here, the encryption/decryption time has 
been shown under different input image sizes. As expected, with the increasing image size, 
encryption/decryption time also increases. However, comparatively encryption process 
requires more time than decryption. The reason is, in encryption stage the generation of shares 
of the image takes larger time than that of superimposing of shares in decryption stage.   

Moreover considering the time requirement of encryption and decryption processes, the 
proposed technique has been compared with some other techniques proposed in [12], [6], [7] 
and [23] and the results of comparison has been shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. 
Here to compare the techniques, images of same pixel sized i.e., 200 x 200 has been 
considered as the input although their sizes are different namely, ‘jpg’ (20.7KB), ‘png’ 
(64.2KB), ‘bmp’ (117KB), ‘tif’ (78.2KB) and ‘gif’ (18.7KB). The figure shows that 
techniques proposed in [12], [7] and [23] require faintly less time than the proposed technique. 
Where the technique proposed in [12] is only VC for RGB and RGBA color model, the 
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technique proposed in [6] is VC followed by steganography, the technique proposed in [7] is 
steganography followed by VC and the technique proposed in [23] is based on deep learning 
algorithms i.e., firstly it compresses the image applying SAE and then encrypts this one using 
chaotic logistic map. Although the proposed technique requires slightly more overall 
execution time than several compared techniques, it is not so high and a quiet reasonable one. 
Recalling that for the sake of providing secured image transmission over public medium, the 
proposed technique successively combines a number of techniques i.e., VC, steganography 
and OTP altogether. That’s why, it requires more overall execution time.  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Time requirement of encryption process for various images by the proposed technique. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10. Time requirement of decryption process for various images by the proposed technique. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison in case of encryption time requirement among various techniques. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Comparison in case of decryption time requirement among various techniques. 

6. Security and Statistical Analyses 

6.1 Histogram Analysis 
Histogram of an image is used to plot the frequency distribution of its pixel values. Usually in 
an input image, the frequency distribution of pixel values remains imbalanced. But within the 
cipher image, because of the exploitation of encryption techniques, the distribution of pixel 
values exists uniformly. Thereby an adversary is unable to extract any useful information from 
the cipher image [17]. The proposed encryption technique also generates the cipher image 
with a uniform distribution of pixel values. For the input image of Fig. 6 (a), the histogram 
plot of both the original input image and the cipher image are presented in Fig. 13 (a) and Fig. 
13 (b), respectively. 
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By comparing histogram plots i.e., by analyzing Fig. 13, it can be observed that there are 
significant differences between the original input image and the cipher image. It guarantees 
that the proposed encryption technique completely changes the characteristics of the input 
image. Finally after decryption, the histogram of the retrieved image is shown in Fig. 13 (c). 
Here analyzing histogram plots it is also noticed that both the retrieved image and the original 
input image possess almost alike characteristics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

         
 
 
 

Fig. 13. Histogram plot for the image of Fig. 6 (a):  
(a) Input image, (b) Cipher image, and (c) Retrieved image.  

 
Two simple and very common attacks in the domain of internet are ‘Salt and Pepper noise 

attack’ and ‘chosen-plaintext attack’. For the image of Fig. 6 (a), these attacks are simulated 
and described below. 

6.2 Salt & Pepper Noise Attack 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 14. (a) Original image. Salt and pepper noise attacked images: (b) 10%, (c) 30% and (d) 50%. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Salt-and-pepper noise is an impetuous noise which sparsely occurs with white and black pixels 
of an image [17]. Corruption of image by salt and pepper noise happens because of defective 
memory locations in hardware, dyeing down of signal in communication links, wounding of 
channel decoder, transmission over noisy channels, multi path wireless communication [18, 
19] etc. Generally the damaged pixels set the value either minimum as 0 or maximum as 255 
for salt and 0 ~ 8 for pepper noise [20]. In order to verify the strength of the proposed 
technique against this attack, the tempering of the cipher image is arranged with different 
levels of salt and pepper noise attacks namely, 10%, 30%, and 50% and their corresponding 
retrieved images are shown in Fig. 14 (b), Fig. 14 (c) and Fig. 14 (d) respectively. From these 
figures, it is noticeable that while the tempering of cipher pixels increases, the amount of 
corrupted output also increases. However even after these tempering, the cipher images are 
perceptually identifiable. This ensures that the proposed technique is capable to survive in 
noisy channels and defective storages where salt and pepper noise attack with different noise 
density may exist.  

6.3 Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA) 
In CPA, the attacker somehow obtains the corresponding cipher image for a chosen input 
image of its’ choice [16, 17]. In the proposed technique in order to generate the OTP key to be 
used for both encryption and decryption purpose, a random secret key is generated in binary, 
where the length of the key is equal to the number of LSBs within each chunk of each share. 
As secret random value is used to generate the key value, in fact, no two different images will 
use the same random value. Thereby apparently every image will employ a distinct key value. 
Although the intruder may have subsequent access to the targeted chipper image, in no way the 
image as well as its key value is related to any other chipper image. Thus, the proposed 
encryption technique can survive the attack. 

7. Conclusions 
The proposed multi-stage encryption technique enhances the level of secrecy of image by 
combining VC, steganography and OTP consecutively. Thus it accumulates advantages of 
cryptosystems not relying on a specific key/keys with the strength of the cryptosystem relying 
on a specific key. According to the simulation results, although the time requirement of the 
proposed technique is alike or slightly higher than other related techniques, the level of its 
secrecy is certainly higher than those techniques. The underlying reason is that for encryption 
at first it adopts VC, then steganography and finally OTP technique where OTP technique 
cannot be cracked. While the encryption completes, the ultimate cipher image generated by the 
proposed technique is so confusing that it is quite impossible for any entity to guess the input 
image from the cipher image. The security and statistical analyses also ensure that it is almost 
impossible for the intruder or attacker to mount any form of attack on it. Thus the proposed 
technique possesses good imperceptibility and high-level security. A future plan of 
improvement is to incorporate an appropriate image compression technique with the proposed 
image encryption technique. Expected that through compression, the capacity of the image 
will be reduced which will lead to decrease the time requirement in the encryption and 
decryption of the proposed technique.  
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